
  

 

LANGNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 

SAFEGUARDING LINK GOVERNOR VISIT REPORT 
 

Governor Name(s) 
 
Jane McCarthy-Penman 
 

Date of Visit 
 
26th January 2017 

Focus of Visit 
 
The Safeguarding Governor plays an important role in ensuring oversight and 
scrutiny of safeguarding policy, procedure and practice on behalf of the Full 
Governing Body. This role also plays a key role in e-safety, working closely with 
the ICT Lead. 
 
I met with Mrs Compton, DSL, where we discussed: 

•   Governors Checklist 
•   Safeguarding Audit 
•   SCR 

 
Summary of Activities (e.g. observing classes, talking to staff and 
pupils, looking at resources etc) 
 
Governors Checklist 
A new checklist has been devised by County which we now use.  This 
document has been RAG’d to measure compliance.   
 
Following receipt and consideration of this document I posed a number of 
questions in advance to the DSL. Some have been answered and some 
are yet to be answered.  These will be picked up after half-term as we 
could not fit in a second visit in during this term: 
 
Item 2 – can I see an agenda which demonstrates that safeguarding is on 
the agenda? Seen and noted.  
   
Item 3 – when is the safer recruitment due for renewal? Awaiting 
confirmation as to whether a refresher is required. SLG to ascertain which 
Governors have attended this training.  
   
Item 4 – can I see a copy of the ‘safeguarding statement’.  Can you clarify 
what the action that is required means in terms of interviews taking 
place? DSL to update Safeguarding Link Governor.  
   
Item 7 – SLG’s training logged on this section does not match that on the 
last page, requires amending. Complete.   
   
Item 8 – when will the DSL’s JD be updated? Awaiting confirmation of a 
date for completion. 
  
Item 12 – Ronnie and Jade?  Who are they? Should they be specifically 
named – Job Titles to be used?  Does this therefore mean that they have 
not been trained at all and won’t be until April 2017?  How long have they 



  

 

been without training?  What is the risk to the school? DSL to update 
Safeguarding Link Governor. 
  
Item 13 – I thought if Governors had not attended ‘Prevent’ training, they 
had to undertake an online course which was compulsory?  The evidence 
does not back that up.  Can you clarify and amend the checklist 
accordingly? DSL to update Safeguarding Link Governor that this has been 
checked and amended.  
  
Item 14 – can I please see a copy of the induction pack? DSL to update 
Safeguarding Link Governor.  
  
Item 15 – when is the e-safety training being held?  Risk to the school? 
DSL to update Safeguarding Link Governor.  
  
Item 16 – which staff governor are you referring to as this is not the ‘Link’ 
Governor.  I therefore question this as the nominated ‘Link Governor’. DSL 
to update Safeguarding Link Governor.  
  
Item 18 – this is outstanding and we need to address this?  DSL to update 
Safeguarding Link Governor.  
  
Item 19 – FGM policy? DSL to update Safeguarding Link Governor.  
  
Item 21 – should it not be amber? DSL to update Safeguarding Link 
Governor.  
  
I assume the Action Plan is for the academic year only?  Can we put some 
dates down to action these and monitor these termly at meetings and 
FGB? To agree with DSL.  
 
All the outstanding questions will be picked up as part of the SLG’s 
monitoring visit next term. 
 
Safeguarding Audit 
We reviewed the safeguarding audit and the current position to date in 
terms of actions (previously circulated to GB).  It was noted that the 
inspection was due to take place on the 2nd February 2017.  As SLG, I will 
form part of the interviews undertaken that day. 
 
Single Central Record (SCR) 
I reviewed the SCR which is up-to-date and had no gaps.  The following 
points were noted: 

•   2 new entries for staff 
•   3 leavers transferred onto leavers tab 
•   3 new entries for students from University of Brighton  

 
I also used The Key’s SCR Monitoring Checklist to monitor this area of 
activity. 
 
 



  

 

What I have learned as a result of my visit 
 
Following consideration of the new Governors Checklist, it was noted that 
there are a number of items for completion which will be monitored and 
fed back on a termly basis.  This checklist is a lot more robust than the 
previous checklist. 
 
Aspects I would like clarified / questions I have 
 
There are a number of questions that the DSL and I will pick up next 
term, at our monitoring meeting, as highlighted above. 
 
Ideas for future visits 
 
My next meeting with the DSL will be next term where we will discuss: 

•   SCR 
•   Governors Checklist and outstanding questions raised 
•   Outstanding Audit Actions 
•   Ofsted 

 
Any other comments 
 
As the SLG, I am pleased to say that the DSL’s passion in keeping children 
safe in and out of school is commendable.   
 
I am satisfied and assured that Langney Primary School meets its 
statutory requirements and beyond, in respect of safeguarding. 
 
 
Signed    J McCarthy-Penman   Date  Jan 2017 


